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yarn
What Does It Mean?   is a spun thread that is used for knitting or 

weaving.  
Think About It.What is  used for other than clothing?

Talk It Over.
Read these sentences.  Decide which ones make 

sense using the word .  Copy them onto a 

sheet of paper.  Explain your answers.
• Do you have enough  to make a 

sweater?
• The sheep wanted its  back!

•  grows in the garden.
• We used  to hold the sticks together.
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yarn
People use yarn to knit 
sweaters, hats, and mittens. 

strands
The strands of yarn are tied 
into knots at the bottom of 
this rug.

yarn

strands

spinning 

dye

weave

sharpening

duplicated

delicious

VocabularyVocabularyVocabularyVocabularyVocabularyVocabulary
in in in in in in ContextContextContextContextContextContext

TARGET VOCABULARY
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duplicated
Some colors on this rug are 
duplicated.  They appear 
again and again.

delicious
This baker makes delicious 
cakes.  They are very tasty!

weave
This woman will weave dried 
grasses into baskets.

sharpening
This pencil does not need 
sharpening anymore!   

dye
These shirts are soaked in 
dye to make them colorful.

Lesson 23

spinning
It takes a lot of practice 
spinning chunks of wool into 
thin yarn.
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Read and Read and Read and Read and Read and Read and 
ComprehendComprehendComprehendComprehendComprehendComprehend

TARGET SKILL

Conclusions In The Goat in the Rug, the authors 
do not tell you everything you need to know.  Ask 
questions about details in the words and pictures.  
Looking for text evidence will help you make a 
smart guess about what is happening.  Making a 
smart guess is called drawing a conclusion. 
   A chart like this can help you record details and 
conclusions.

TARGET STRATEGY

Summarize As you read, stop to tell the most 
important ideas in your own words.
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Visual art is art that you look at, like a 
drawing or a sculpture.  Artists use different 
things to make visual art.  Some use paint to 
create their art.  Others use metal, wood, or 
clay.  Even yarn can be used to create art.

In The Goat in the Rug, you will learn 
about the art of weaving a rug.  The 
artist in the selection uses yarn to make 
colorful patterns in her rugs. 

Visual Arts

PREVIEW THE TOPIC
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Conclusions Use 
details to figure out 
more about the text.

Narrative nonfiction 
tells a true story about a 
topic. As you read, look 
for:
 a setting that is real
 events in time order
 facts and information

ANCHOR ANCHOR ANCHOR ANCHOR ANCHOR ANCHOR ANCHOR ANCHOR ANCHOR ANCHOR ANCHOR ANCHOR 
TEXTTEXTTEXT

TARGET SKILL

GENRE
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Lesson 23
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ESSENTIAL QUESTION

THE GOAT
IN THE RUG
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Sequence of Events Retell 
what Glenmae has done so 
far to make the rug.
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Conclusions Why does 
Geraldine think she’ll turn 
red, brown, and black?
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The Goat 
in the Rug

Conclusions
The Goat in the Rug explains how some rugs 

are made.  As you read, ask yourself questions to 
draw conclusions about what the authors do 
not say.  For example, you might ask why or how 
something happens.  Look for text evidence in 
the words or pictures to help you answer the 
question.  Then draw a conclusion.  

Use a chart like the one below to help you 
draw conclusions about what the authors want 
you to know.

Dig DeeperDig DeeperDig DeeperDig DeeperDig DeeperDig DeeperDig DeeperDig DeeperDig Deeper
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Sequence of Events
Glenmae follows many steps to weave her rug. 

She must complete one step before doing the next 
one.  She does the steps in order, or the rug will 
not turn out right.  Think about what she does 
first, next, and last.
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Your TurnYour TurnYour TurnYour TurnYour TurnYour TurnYour TurnYour TurnYour Turn
RETURN TO THE ESSENTIAL QUESTION

Now talk about these questions with the class.

1  Which pictures help you understand what the 
authors do not tell you?

2  What do you think would be the hardest step in 
making a Navajo rug?  Why?

3  Why is it important for Glenmae to do each step 
in order?

Turn
Talk
and

How is art connected to the 

past? Discuss your ideas 
with a partner.  Be sure to 

give examples from the text evidence 
in The Goat in the Rug.  Take turns 
speaking and listening.  Add your 
own ideas to what your partner says.
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Response What steps does Glenmae take 
to make the rug?  Draw each step.  Then 
write the steps below the pictures.  Use 
text evidence to help you list the steps 
correctly.

Writing Tip

Use words such as first, then, 
after that, and finally to help tell 
the steps in order.
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GENRE

TEXT FOCUS

Directions help 
readers understand 
how to make or do 
something. As you read, 
pay attention to how 
one step allows the next 
step to happen.

Informational text 
gives facts about a 
topic. This is a magazine 
article.

Go
Digital

Lesson 23

INFORMATIONAL INFORMATIONAL INFORMATIONAL INFORMATIONAL INFORMATIONAL INFORMATIONAL INFORMATIONAL INFORMATIONAL INFORMATIONAL 
TEXTTEXTTEXT
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Compare TextsCompare TextsCompare TextsCompare TextsCompare TextsCompare TextsCompare TextsCompare TextsCompare Texts

TEXT TO TEXT

Talk About Topics How are the The Goat in 
the Rug and Basket Weaving the same?  How 
are they different?  Think about which has only 
facts and which has facts and made-up events.  
Talk with a small group.  Use text evidence 
from the selections to help you answer.

TEXT TO SELF

Discuss a Skill What tools does Glenmae use 
to make the rug?  Think of something you 
know how to do.  Explain to a partner the tools 
you need for your skill.  Tell how to use them.

TEXT TO WORLD

Connect to Social Studies Today, many rugs are 
made by machines instead of by hand.  Look up 
some other things people used to make by hand.
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Irregular Verbs The verbs have and has can be used to 
tell what someone has right now.  The verb had can be 
used to tell what someone had in the past.  The verbs do
and does can be used to tell what someone does right 
now.  The verb did can be used to tell what someone did 
in the past.

 Choose the correct verb to complete 
 each sentence.  Then write the 
sentence correctly.

1  He (has, had) a loom now. 

2  I (do, did) many crafts last year.

3  They (has, had) yarn before.

GrammarGrammarGrammarGrammarGrammarGrammarGrammarGrammarGrammar

I have a goat. 
She has a goat.

I had a goat when I was young. 
She had a goat a year ago. 

We do nice work.
He does nice work. 

We did nice work yesterday. 
He did nice work last week. 
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When you write, make sure you use the right 
form for the verbs in your sentences.  The verb 
should match the subject of the sentence.

My uncle have many rugs in  My uncle has many rugs in
his store.  his store.
Last month, I does some work     Last month, I did some   
for him.  work for him.

Connect Grammar to Writing
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 Ideas

 Organization

Word Choice

 Conventions

Writing Traits
Checklist

Word Choice   When you write, try not to repeat the 
same word too many times.  Use synonyms instead.  
Synonyms are words that mean the same thing.

Kenny wrote an informational paragraph telling 
how Glenmae weaves a rug.  Later, Kenny revised his 
draft by replacing some of the repeated words with 
synonyms. 

Informative WritingInformative WritingInformative WritingInformative WritingInformative WritingInformative WritingInformative WritingInformative WritingInformative Writing

Revised Draft

Glenmae has a special way 

of making yarn. First, she cuts 

the wool. She cuts off her 

goat’s hair using scissors. 

Then she cuts up roots from a 

yucca plant.

clips

chops
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Reading as a Writer

Final Copy

How Glenmae Makes Yarn
by Kenny Hutchins

Glenmae has a special way of making 
yarn.  First, she cuts the wool.  She clips 
off her goat’s hair using scissors.  Then she 
chops up roots from a yucca plant.  She 
mixes the roots with water.  She uses this 
to wash the goat’s hair.  When the hair is 
dry, she uses two combs to straighten it.  
Then she twists and pulls the wool around 
a spindle.  She does this many times until 
strong yarn is made.
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